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Paul Boucher (editor) (University of Nantes) Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Press, 2002, xv+267 pp; paperbound, ISBN 1-57473-025-8, $28.95 "The title of this collection of articles, Many Morphologies, is an allusion not only to the variety of morphological problems discussed, but also to the diversity of formal solutions offered by the authors. The papers examine Polish derivational morphology, French and English compounding, pluralization in Luiseño and Somali, and more, and though almost all of the papers are written in the generative grammar framework, there are considerable differences between the formal methods they apply to the problems at hand. We also include two papers which discuss computational morphology, one an overview of the current state of the field and the other an in-depth study of a current research The volume contains selected papers from a symposium on parallel and comparable corpora that was held at Uppsala University in 
